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-Serve as a Special Staff Officer to the Commanding General for all security and law
enforcement matters.
-Provide for the security of the Combat Center and safety of its personnel.
-Supervise the day to day operation of the Provost Marshal's Office.
-Lead, train, and effectively employ all personnel assigned to the PMO.
-Implement CMC directed MP Civilian Law Enforcement Program.
-Supervise the installation's traffic safety program.
-Supervise the installation's physical security and crime prevention program.
-Supervise the Criminal Investigation Division's activities and investigations.
-Maintain close liaison and coordinate security matters with the SJA, NCIS and unit
commanders.
-Serve as the Commanding General's liaison to civilian law enforcement agencies.
-Serve as Deputy AC/S or AC/S G-7, as required.

Served as Special Staff Officer to the CG on all security/LE matters, to include;
Iraqi/Afghan role-player access; scrapper incidents; installation access; and open-gate
events involving 20,000 attendees, without incident. Led, trained and effectively employed
over 200 Marines/civilians. Managed, supervised and coordinated all day to day MP/CID
operations.  Supervised the conduct of 25 physical security surveys including at MWTC; 70
criminal investigations, 10 DUI checkpoints, 75 Random AT Measures; the issuance of over
10,000 temp/visitor's passes; inprocessing of over 12,000 role-payers; and the updates of
PMIs/MOUs/CCOs. -Established/maintained solid rapport with SJA, NCIS, Unit Commanders and
all local LE agencies. -Responsible for numerous upgrades at PMO; misters, furniture,
janitorial contracts; and external beautification. -Led USMC in medium size PMOs in civilian
hiring execution at 105%.  -Met all fiscal obligation rates FYTD during this reporting
period. -Facilitated implementation of; Civ LE program at MWTC, MCAGCC/local sheriff range
use MOU/lease agreement, 50 narcotics checkpoints and a covert narcotics operation leading
to the apprehension of several dealers.
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3. MRO failed to set the example expected of an officer which led to a loss of trust and
confidence and subsequent relief as the Provost Marshal.
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3. MRO exercised poor judgment leading to a loss of trust and confidence and subsequent
relief as the Provost Marshal.
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Directed Comment, Sect A, Item 5A: Relieved of duty due to loss of trust and confidence
in ability to lead the Marines and civilians in the Provost Marshal's Office. Directed
comment, Sect A, Item 7B:  I recommend MRO not be considered for promotion with peers.
This is my first report on MRO - barely four months of observation; also a directed
report due to the reports adverse nature. MRO is a competent Military Police officer and
was effective the majority of time in his duties as MCAGCC's Provost Marshal.  He
maintained an effective partnership with local law enforcement agencies that enhanced
safety and security for Marines and dependents on and off base. MRO falls in the lower
third of my profile primarily due to (1) the adverse nature of the report, (2) limited
period of observation, and (3) the majority of O4 reports in my profile were on officers
I served with in a combat environment during year long tours in support of OIF.

2 0 1 0 0 8 2 7
Electronically Signed By

Timothy A Green 
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I concur with the RSs decision to submit this report.
The MRO is correct, as he identified in his statement, that the RS did refine his
original report.  But that refinement occurred after my review of the original report
and the MROs statement.  Specifically, I returned the report to the RS to provide
clarity / perspective to the report, not just focus on the adverse nature of the
submission.  Continued.

2 0 1 0 0 9 2 2
Electronically Signed By

John P Holden 
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This report is inaccurate and unjust, as written, and I disagree with the marks and the
RS comments contained therein, as well as its overall adverse nature.  Additionally,
there are several administrative errors in this report, which render it unacceptable.

    As articulated later in this statement, the adverse and low marks and the adverse
comments are predicated upon unsubstantiated allegations against me for which I am
pending courts-martial.  This matter, which led to my relief, has yet to be adjudicated
as of the date of this statement, and as such is not reportable at this time.

    The RS had significant periods of non-availability during the reporting period, which
severely impacted his ability to truly observe me, especially given the period itself
covers merely 112 days. The RS assumed his billet several weeks after the end of my
previous report (May 5th).  Then he went on several TAD trips before finally settling
into the position in early June.  Perhaps not 30 consecutive days of non-availability,
but if totaled up, in reality the RS had, at best, less than 70 days of intermittent
observation.  During those few days, he had no chance to establish an RS-MRO relationship
with me and he did not have interaction with me on a daily basis; the RS by his own
admission in Sect I, indicates this to be the case.  Accordingly, the RS has no basis for
any of his marks, which are all below average, according to his profile.  The RS also
admits this fact in his Sect I comments, however, the fact the other majors he has
written on were in a combat environment does not preclude him from providing a fair and
accurate assessment (if opting to make it an observed report) within the venue in which
we served and IAW the PES Manual.  At a minimum, considering these facts, this report
should rightfully be not observed, in keeping with the spirit of the PES manual.

SCARSELLI PIETRO P XXXXX4846 USMC MAJ

Electronically Signed By

Pietro P Scarselli 2 0 1 0 0 9 1 5
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    As an observed report, the marks are inconsistent with listed billet accomplishments;
in particular those in Sect F and G.  In addition to the accomplishments currently listed
in Sect C,  I was responsible for many other positive improvements and achievements which
took place at the PMO and/or on MCAGCC/MAGTFTC, 29 Palms, in general.  Below I have
listed just a few of these additional accomplishments; all of which are verifiable,
however there is no APES function which enables for documentation to be attached.

        -commendable recognition from the HQMC IG during its inspection of the Combat
Center.
        -implementation of base-wide narcotics checkpoints.
        -referral bonus program initiative for civilian law enforcement
recruitment/hiring.
        -first PMO to run an undercover op, normally conducted at the NCIS level.
        -streamlined Iraqi/Afghani role player access to better serve the training
program without compromising the security of the installation.
        -responsible for the uncovering of a over-the-counter medication abuse trend.
        -inspired junior Marines and SNCOs to take off duty college/vocational courses.
        -focus on PME at all ranks led to an increase in PME completion for the majority
of Marines under my charge, in resident and non resident curricula.
        -Zero DUIs from any Marines in our unit during the reporting period; marking the
unit's 20th month of being DUI free and down exponentially from the previous two calendar
years during the same time-frame.
         -marked decrease in off duty misconduct by Marines under my charge.

The above are just a few items from during the reporting period, which, along with the
accomplishments listed in Sect C, indicate that the marks given are unjust and inaccurate
in all categories, but particularly in the leadership and intellect/wisdom categories.

SCARSELLI PIETRO P XXXXX4846 USMC MAJ

Electronically Signed By

Pietro P Scarselli 2 0 1 0 0 9 1 5
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    Specifically, in reference to the adverse marks in setting the example and judgment,
the RS notes that I was relieved for a loss of trust and confidence.  Again, the relief
and the loss of trust and confidence were caused by the still unproven and
unsubstantiated allegations, for which I am currently pending adjudication.  The two are
intrinsically related, therefore reporting on it in any manner is unjust; even though the
RS makes no mention that I am now facing a courts-martial.  I have neither yet had the
opportunity to defend myself against those allegations or the pending charges nor been
afforded the opportunity to face my accusers, as is my constitutional right.  When my
name is cleared of these allegations, the RS will not be able to go back and change this
report.  The matters are not mutually exclusive and nothing related to the matter should
be reported on; not the relief and certainly not the allegations which drove the RS to
mark me adverse in those areas.  This also applies to the markings of B in the other
sections.  Moreover, in both the adverse marks, the RS does not "spefically address the
unacceptable performance or deficiency and the condition under which it occurred," as is
required by the PES for these type markings.

    At present this report is one year late; for no justifiable reason.  The CMC has made
it very clear that this is unacceptable.

    Lastly, this report was returned back to me on 9 Aug 2010, nearly a year since my
relief because the RO was changed from my actual RO of the reporting period to someone
not in my reporting chain.  The current RO was not and is not my RS's RS. This is not IAW
the PES Manual.
        Timeline:
        -Dec 09: RS completes the report
        -Jul 10: original RO submits report to MMSB without me having a chance to review
and comment
        -Jul 10: MMSB returns report to original RO, who in turn sends it back to the RS
        -Aug 10: RS changes the RO to current RO and sends it back to me with a new RS
signature date
        -Aug 10: I amend my comments, send it back to the RS who forwards it to new RO
        -Aug 10: New RO sends it back to RS, who changes his marks and comments to what
is now on the report, after having had a chance to see what I had previously written in
my statement.  The RS then called me in, explained the changes and sent me the report for
a chance to amend my statement

SCARSELLI PIETRO P XXXXX4846 USMC MAJ

Electronically Signed By

Pietro P Scarselli 2 0 1 0 0 9 1 5
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For the aforementioned reasons, I do not agree with this report in its entirety.  As
indicated by the above facts, it unjustly punishes me and indicates that I am guilty
until I am proven to be innocent.  As written, it directly violates the PES order, MCO
P1610.7F W/CH 1, in many ways; in particular, several paragraphs under sections 1003,
2004, 4003, 4012, 5001, 5004, 5005, 5009 and arguably section 1005.  As drafted, it would
double stack adverse reports against me at any potential BOI in the future.

If this report is accepted into my record, I will seek to have it removed in accordance
with the regulations, after my good name is cleared from these charges.

Regardless of the RS's stated loss of confidence, I will continue to carry myself, as I
have for the past nearly 17 years; as the leader of Marines that I am; treating all with
firmness, fairness and dignity, while striving for constant improvement in myself and the
Marines around me.

SCARSELLI PIETRO P XXXXX4846 USMC MAJ

Electronically Signed By

Pietro P Scarselli 2 0 1 0 0 9 1 5
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It is recognized that this report is significantly late.  The RS and I take full
responsibility for this procrastination, but note that this late submission poses no
negative impact on the MRO as he is awaiting adjudication for what he refers to as
¿unsubstantiated allegations.¿  As the MRO also notes, I would expect this report to be
pulled from his official records should allegations against him not be substantiated.

I assumed RO responsibility as during this reporting period I had as much, if not more,
observed time of MRO.  CG MAGTFTC/MCAGACC, his normal RO was off deck during the majority
of this period.  My assuming this responsibility also allows this report to be kept
within the command (allow the current CG to serve as the first GO adverse report sighting
authority) vice going outside the command (previous RO PCS¿d shortly after MRO relief was
effected) potentially causing unnecessary visibility on the MRO.  This process ensures
accountability, targets only a short observed period, and limits MRO exposure.

I believe the RS¿s markings and Section I comments are appropriate.  Further, Section I
more clearly defines where and why the MRO falls in the RS¿s profile.  Considering the
nature of this report and time observed, I suspect my assessment (if I had served as the
RS) of the MRO would have been very similar to that of the RS.

Finally, submission of a ¿not observed¿ report (as suggested by the MRO) is not an option
due to the adverse nature of the submission.

HOLDEN JOHN P XXXXX9357 USMC COL

Electronically Signed By

John P Holden 2 0 1 0 0 9 2 2
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This Fitness Report remains unjust and inaccurate.  The RO comments do not refute the
facts articulated in my statement.  Moreover, his comments and comparative assessment are
also inaccurate and unjust.

    -in the first paragraph in Sect K.4, the RO states he returned the report to the RS
for clarity and perspective.  The RS Sect I comments, however, remain ambiguous; conflict
with his markings; and indirectly or directly refer to unsubstantiated and yet to be
resolved information, which is unacceptable according to the PES Manual.  In the
justification blocks for the adverse markings he rendered in Sect F and G, his comments
are also ambiguous and do not address "the unacceptable performance or deficiency and the
conditions under which it occurred," as required by the PES Manual.  This is partially
due to the fact that if he were to do that then he would be overtly commenting on the
aforementioned unresolved matters, which, again, is not allowed; the two are umbilically
related and by virtue of this vicarious relationship, those markings are unjust and
inappropriate.  With respect to the other markings within the report, even after the RS
changed them for the better, they remain either unjust or inaccurate for reasons
described in my earlier statement.

    -in the first paragraph on page A7, the RO states he and the RS accept full
responsibility for the procrastination which led to and the actual lateness of this
report.  This admission, however, does not justify its lateness of nearly 12 months.  It
is unjust that the reporting officials have had that amount of time to prepare this
report whilst I did not have the same opportunity.  The RO also writes the lateness poses
no negative impact on me, but it does.  Had it been completed in the required or
reasonably within the required timeframe, I would have been able to appeal to the PERB
and have had it removed prior to any potential pending actions; now, if allowed to go
through, it will be part of my record just in time for my any potential government
actions.  It also affects me in that my promotion selection to LtCol is on hold and once
cleared of the unsubstantiated allegations/charges against me I will have this report to
contend with, in an effort to have the promotion withhold/delay lifted.  The fact that I
will appeal to have it removed and will likely be successful in that endeavor, does not
justify its lateness, inaccuracy, unjust nature or its indirect reference and correlation
to the unresolved matters.  In short, the PES Manual and CMC White Letter 06-08 do not
condone this unjust and unreasonable lateness.

SCARSELLI PIETRO P XXXXX4846 USMC MAJ
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Additionally, considering the RO's admission of procrastination, acknowledgement of
pending action and the statement he would expect it to be pulled should allegations
against me not be substantiated, further support this report should not be drafted as
adverse or at all and as written is unjust.

    -in paragraph three on page A7, the RO mentions my normal RO was off-deck for a
majority of the reporting period.  This fact has no bearing on him remaining as the RO
for this report or not; it does not preclude him from the responsibility to complete this
report, per the PES Manual.  That RO had ample observation of me to complete this report
and actually completed it at one point in July 2010 and even submitted it to MMSB at that
time.  MMSB then flagged and returned it.  Moreover, that RO completed an annual fitness
report on me in the very previous reporting period; making it even more apt for him to
complete this report.  The fact he PCS'd a month after the reporting period is also no
justification for him not to be the RO, per the PES Manual.  The RO also writes that by
him becoming the RO this report would be kept in the chain of command; protecting me from
unnecessary visibility and limiting exposure.  This is not the case.  As written, the
current CG, who arrived after the reporting period, has had no observation of me to date
and whom I've yet to meet would become the 3rd officer, causing visibility and exposure
to him, which would otherwise not occur, if my rating chain would remain correct and
intact, since the correct RO is a GO, precluding the report from having to go to any 3rd
officer at all, per the PES Manual.

    -in the last paragraph on page A7, the RO states submission of a not observed report,
as suggested by myself, is not an option due to the adverse nature of the submission.
That suggestion, however, to further clarify, was that it should be non adverse, not
observed, as inferred by my overall statement.  My contention was and still remains that,
at most, this report should be not observed, non adverse, which would be appropriate and
in keeping with the spirit of the PES Manual.

Lastly, in block K.2 the RO marks that he concurs with the RS's evaluation and in the
third paragraph on page A7, he states the RS's markings and section I comments are
appropriate.  The RO's comparative assessment marking, however, does not indicate a
concurrence with the RS's evaluation and conflicts with the RS's markings, in that it is
not commensurate with same, when considering the RO's profile.  Further, the mark as a
qualified Marine indicates the RO's evaluation is based on the unsubstantiated,
unresolved information/allegations, which is not allowed; making unjust and inaccurate.
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